COPA 26 Breslau Flyers

Newsletter

Jan-Feb 2021

NEWS AND VIEWS
In This Issue:
New Format!
With a new IMAC 27” desktop
computer with lots of
processing power, I now have
new publishing software and
options. This updated format
is the end result - hope you like
it! - Geoff Gartshore (Editor) at
geoff.gartshore@gmail.com

Coming Events
Next COPA 26 Zoom meeting
on Tuesday Feb 9, 2021 at 7
pm. Watch your email for a
meeting notice and link to the
Zoom Meeting portal.

In this Issue!

Back From The Annual - OH Happy Day!
• New suspension
• New right main gear tire and tube

• Winter Flying planning,

operations, and survival
strategies
• COPA 26 Clothing
• COPA 26 Library
• Members Corner

• New B&C Oil Filter Adapter and Oil Filter
• Spark Plugs serviced and gapped
• Compression check - good
• Nose gear serviced
• Rear stabilator linkage checked and tightened
• Gascolator checked and serviced
• New brake pads - brakes serviced and bled

GCUD now sits higher and more level, runs like a charm,
and the braking action is amazing! Now if I could just fly
it……sigh…..
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Winter Flying Tips

Did You Know?

COPA National recently hosted a very informative Winter
Flying Seminar (January 16, 2021) dealing with aircraft
readiness and survival strategies for winter operations

A nail puller tool can be
useful in the cockpit in case
you need to pry open
doors or windows after a
forced landing

I encourage all COPA members to check out the seminar on
the COPA National website - look under the Documents Tab
(to be downloaded in the future).
Here are my immediate take-aways from that seminar:

Water puri cation tablets
are easy to pack and
necessary to purify water
(even if boiled) in areas
where Gerardia
contamination (streams
and ponds) is a risk.

Aircraft Ready for Winter Flight?
1. Clean of all surface contamination (snow, ice,
etc.)
2. Pre-heated (if not in a heated hanger)? Pre-heating
should follow engine manufacturer guidelines, should ideally
be done with an insulated cover over the engine, and should
be long enough that the cylinders feel warm to the touch.
Check your POH instructions for your speci c aircraft

Polysporin is a good
ointment to pack for
treatment of cuts.

3. Survival kit up to date and stored within easy reach? (More
on that later

You should check your rst
aid and survival kit at least
every Annual and ideally
every 6 months to adjust
for seasonal ying - items
with a shelf life (such as
batteries, antiseptic wipes)
may need replacing.

4. Battery all charged up? Is it on a trickle charger
5. No leaks in the exhaust system? Do you have a reliable
CO detector (with digital readout and alarm) ? That cheap
static detector that just changes colour may not do the trick,
especially if beyond its operating life
6. Prior to start-up have you turned the prop over a few times
by hand to get that warm oil circulating a bit? Check your
aircraft POH as the de nitive reference for winter ight
operations

Your passenger brie ng
should include rst aid and
survival strategies as well
as any medication or
health issues your
passenger might have (if
faced with a forced
landing)

7. Avoid over-priming - this can lead to excess fuel in the
cylinders, and a possible engine re. Follow your POH for
speci c winter priming requirements
8. After startup, general look for proper oil pressure after 30
seconds. Don’t short-circuit this step for expediency - your life
might depend on it! Again your POH should be the nal guide
9.Make sure your carb heat is clearly working during the runup
- it is a critical component of each ight (unless your aircraft is
fuel injected), and especially relevant during descent and
approach for landing in winter operations - more on that
later…)

.
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Pre-Flight Planning in the Winter

10.Be diligent in ight planning - have you looked at relevant NOTAMS, AIRMETS/SIGMETS,
weather conditions and forecast (departure, arrival and en route), and had a good weather
brie ng (London FSS)? What will runway conditions be like at your arrival aerodrome? Will
there be snow on the runway? Is fuel available? If staying for an extended period of time, is
pre-heating available? Can your aircraft handle a strong crosswind on a snow-covered runway
where the runway friction index is very low (Answer - it very well may not and will most likely have
a lower crosswind capability under those conditions)
11.Do you have a functioning 406 ELT? The 121.5 legacy ELTs are only monitored now by high
ying aircraft, and 406 ELTs will be required in all GA Canadian aircraft by 2025. A 406 Personal
Locator Beacon (PLB) is a great idea to supplement your ELT
12.Have you led a Flight Plan with London FSS or a Flight Noti cation with a Responsible Person
for ights > 25 NM? This could make the difference between being located by Search and
Rescue (SAR) within a mere hours after a forced landing, or a much longer delay (maybe days or
weeks) if SAR has little information about your ight
13.Have you established a Go/No Go point on the runway for the takeoff under the current winter
conditions
14.Brief your passenger (if relevant) on rst aid and survival strategies in case of a forced landing in
winter. Are they wearing proper clothing? Do they have any speci c medical conditions or
medication requirements that could prove problematic in the event of an off-airport landing? Don’t
scare them, but be sure they are mentally prepared for such ight contingencies

Cruise Flight in the Winter
1. During winter cruise ight, if you have a normally aspirated engine, run your carb heat every 15
minutes or so and keep your mixture lean - this will provide a bit more heat for you and your
engine, and will reduce a risk of ice build-up in the carb.
2. Keep a watchful eye on your gauges (temps and pressures green) while maintaining a good VFR
scan outside the aircraft. Again, refer to your aircraft POH for speci c winter cruise operating
requirements

Winter Flight - Approach and Landing
1. Don’t rush your descent when approaching your return airport - plan your approach in advance to
allow for a gradual descent (say 300 - 500 ft/min) with the carb heat on, to avoid shock cooling the
engine. Keep your RPM up and mixture lean until close to landing to maintain engine warming.
Again, your aircraft POH is the important reference when in doubt about winter operations…
2. Keep landing speed as low as safely able, and check your brakes lightly on short nal (to avoid
any surprises on landing). If you are past the half-way point on the runway, and the aircraft is still
not slowing well, and/or there is poor braking due to surface conditions, do a go-around if it is safe
to do so, and then re-evaluate.
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3. Roll-out and taxi to the ramp. Re-fuel to full tanks if you can, to reduce the risk of ice crystals
forming in the tanks when less than full
4. Close your Flight Plan!! Make sure this is on your post-landing checklist. Remember, FSS will
usually spend the rst 30 minutes that you are overdue doing phone checks. However by the
time the 1 hour period arrives, the SAR aircraft will likely be airborne or close to it - so you want to
avoid that eventuality
5. Put your aircraft away as slowly and carefully as possible, and be on the lookout for anything that
looks out of place after a winter ight
6. De-brief the ight in your mind after - what can you learn from it for the future?

What’s in Your Wallet?

1. Are you dressed for the winter ight?
If you do a forced landing and survive, what you are wearing is what you will have, unless you
brought spare clothes that can be easily and quickly reached as you hurriedly (possibly) exit the
aircraft. Dress in warm layers, avoid a lot of cotton, and ideally carry Gortex clothing as required.
Remember extremities like hands, feet and head need good protection in the winter, especially if you
end up in the bush. Wool gloves, hat and good boots (that don’t interfere with rudder pedal
operation), are important

2. Have you refreshed your First aid and survival skills, through courses and/or online tutorials?
There are lots of good training materials online (including YouTube, and PDF downloads for your
smartphone) - avail yourself of these. These will also provide you good information on essential and
optional survival kit contents, seasonal changes to your kit, and how to best carry and/or store your
kit so that it is readily available

The most essential survival requirements are
3. First Aid - a good and updated First Aid kit
4. Fire Starting - matches, lighter, int, starter materials like cotton balls soaked in vaseline, or dryer
lint (all secured in sandwich bags), small hatchet for kindling
5. Water - carry a few bottles and have the means to collect and purify more (steel container like an
old coffee tin, water puri cation tablets);
6. Food - light-weight and easy to pack items like rice, beef jerky, trail mix, crackers and cheese,
granola bars (all packed in sandwich bags);
7. Signalling - signal mirror and how to use it, coloured bandanas, ares, whistle; and
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8. Shelter - items such as a tarp, baling wire to secure posts, emergency sleeping kit and others
such as compass (now often found on Smartphones), Duct tape, bug spray (for summer only) are
also important.

What’s in My Wallet
Having taken numerous CPR courses as well as a survival training seminar, being an avid canoetripper and camper, and a frequent long-distance yer across inhospitable terrain, here is my survival
kit and strategy for accessing it

My Survival Vest

I wear a military helicopter survival vest (available at many Surplus stores) to carry the following
essential items
• First Aid kit (small
• Fire starting materials (cotton balls, matches, lighter, all secured in sandwich bags
• Spare batteries (for headset, CO detector, SPOT 3 PLB - all in sandwich bags
• Spare glasse
• Coloured bandana for tourniquet, signalling mirror, emergency signal instruction
• Cracker and Cheese snacks (6 packs, secured in plastic
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• Swiss army knife and Leatherman multi-too
• Total weight 2.8 lb, snug and comfortable to wear (under a heavier coat

My Survival Pack
For larger items, I keep a survival pack in the baggage compartment immediately behind me in the
aircraft - clearly visible in the photo (middle part of the baggage area).
This pack contains the following
• A larger and more complete First Aid kit which includes a portable radio
• Insulating tarp (red on one side, silver on the other, for shelter);
• Garbage bags (liners and waterproo ng) and freezer bags;
• Emergency blankets (2) and orange bandana
• Gortex jacket/pants and spare clothes (including wool socks);
• Compass and signal whistle
• Fire starting int and steel wool (starter)
• Duct tape and orange agging tape; an
• Steel water bottle (Kleen Kanteen)

My Utility Storage Bin
Immediately beside the survival pack, visible in the passenger side of the baggage area (see photo)
is a utility storage bin. In this I carry
• A spare tool kit with electrical wire repair components
• Spare engine oil, Duct Tape, and 3M penetrating oil
• Tie downs, Paracord (50 ft), tie-wraps, Aluminum prop tape, orange safety tuque
• Food and water supplies (steel water pot with handle, drinking cup, two insulated 500 ml water

bottles [ lled], utensils, and emergency rations
• Toilet paper, emergency jump start power pack, portable tire in ator, spare CFS, coast Guard Life

jacket, and spare rags.
All of the above has a total weight of 35 lb. This allows an additional 15 lb (carry on bag for 2) in
the baggage compartment
These items can be quickly grabbed as I am exiting the aircraft, plus I am already wearing essential
items. Ask yourself - how quickly and easily can I get to my survival gear in an emergency when I
need to egress the aircraft immediately?
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COPA 26 Clothing
(By Pat Hanna)

COPA Flight 26 offers an exclusive collection of ne apparel!
Quality short sleeve polo/golf shirts or work/play shirts featuring the COPA “legacy” wings on
the left chest and the new COPA logo on the left sleeve.
Limited sizes and colours in stock at $50.00 each including taxes.* Top it all off with a stylish
ball cap for $20.00!
Contact Pat Hanna at “loveto y1953@gmail.com
*Based on demand, Pat will place an order with the supplier when current COVID
restrictions are relaxed.
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COPA 26 Library
(By Pat Hanna
Welcome to the COPA 26 Library
Over the past few months several people have been donating books and videos to our new “lending
library” which is located in Flight Captain Gordon Millar’s hangar. There is a great variety of books
available from fact to ction and everything in between! A clipboard is available to sign books out on
the honour system. For access to the library, please contact Gord and he will provide you with a
discreet code to get in the hangar
Interested in the Martin Mars water bomber that we heard about at the December ZOOM meeting?
Check out the two DVDs offering 5+ hours of cockpit ying or shoreline views!
Join Stanley Stewart as he shares the cockpit of the Boeing 747 on a ight from London Heathrow to
New York JFK. Captain Stewart describes the 747 in an easy to understand thoroughness of detail.
Need to go a little faster? Captain Brian Calvert takes you aboard Concorde for a ride on the most
intriguing airliner ever built! He was involved in the building and test ying of Concorde and shares
many engineering details of a super jet built with late 1960s technology. A MUST read for anyone
interested in airline travel. Interesting fact: the Concorde could outrun any military ghter of its time,
being able to sustain 1350 miles per hour (Mach 2.0) for hours on end!
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MEMBERS CORNER
This section will be reserved for the following (in future)

• Get to Know Members - through occasional interviews with willing participants (what do

you y, have any interesting pilot stories?, update on projects, highlight a cross-country
ight, etc.
• Speci c pilot/airport related news …
• Regulatory updates….
• Other……

For this section to be successful it will require participation of interested members in sharing
material. Simply provide a brief outline/summary of what you want to say, along with some
jpeg photos (no > 750 kb please) to the Editor at: geoff.gartshore@gmail.com I am also
happy to esh out your story if you wish, based on the notes you provide.
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